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a b s t r a c t

36Gold colloids are the object of many studies as they are reported to have potential biological sensing,
37imaging and drug delivery applications. In the presence of certain amino acids the aggregation of the gold
38nanoparticles into linear structures is observed, as highlighted by the appearance of a second plasmon
39band in the UV–Vis spectra of the colloid. The mechanism behind this phenomenon is still under debate.
40In order to help elucidate this issue, the interaction between gold colloids and different amino acids,
41modified amino acids and molecules mimicking their side-chain was monitored by UV–Vis absorption,
42DLS and TEM. The results show that phenomenon can be rationalized in terms of the Diffusion Limited
43Colloid Aggregation (DLCA) model which gives rise to the fractal aggregation colloids. The global charge
44of the compound, which influences the ionic strength of the solution, and the ease with which the com-
45pound can interact with the GNPs and affect their surface potential, are, the two parameters which con-
46trol the DLCA regime. Calculations based on the Derjaguin, Landau, Verwey and Overbeek (DLVO) theory
47confirm all the experimental observations.
48! 2015 Published by Elsevier Inc.
49

50

51

521. Introduction

53The unique and tailorable physical, optical, electrical and
54chemical properties of noble metal nanoparticles are the source
55of much inspiration for the development of novel devices with
56varied applications in the biological and biomedical fields [1–4].
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57 Gold nanoparticles (GNPs) are in this context of particular interest
58 due to their remarkable optical properties [5,6], presumed biocom-
59 patibility [7] and ease of surface functionalization.
60 With a Localized Surface Plasmon Resonance (LSPR) band in the
61 visible range (around 520 nm for GNPs with a diameter of 15 nm)
62 [5,6], GNPs are particularly good candidates for the development of
63 colorimetric sensors [1,2]. The detection of an analyte is based on a
64 change in the LSPR band following the analyte adsorption or recog-
65 nition at the GNP surface. Studies have been reported with proteins
66 [8–11], DNA [12–16], amino acids [17–19] and metal ions [20–23].
67 Most often, the adsorption of the analyte is designed to lead to
68 GNPs aggregation as this leads to a drastic change in colour due
69 to the coupling between the surface plasmons of neighbouring
70 nanoparticles [24,25]. In order to develop reliable analytical appli-
71 cations, it is important to understand the origin of the GNP–biomo-
72 lecule interactions and to control the aggregation step.
73 For drug delivery [3] or imaging applications [4], GNPs must be
74 stable in biological fluids, a complex environment composed of a
75 dense mixture of molecules such as proteins, lipids, carbohydrates
76 and amino acids. It is known that when nanoparticles come into
77 contact with biological fluids, the biomolecules present can cover
78 their surface forming what is usually called a ‘‘corona” which
79 defines the ‘‘biological identity” of the nanoparticle [26–29]. The
80 corona is what the cell ‘‘sees” and interacts with, and it controls
81 the distribution and fate of the nanoparticles in the organism. It
82 is consequently of also of great importance for in vivo applications
83 to know how to control the interaction between GNPs and biomo-
84 lecules so as to improve their efficiency and safety.
85 Several studies devoted to the monitoring of the interaction
86 between citrate stabilized GNPs and biological molecules are
87 described in the literature. It has for example been observed, that
88 the interaction between GNPs and some of the natural amino acids,
89 more particularly arginine [30–34], lysine [33–36], histidine [34],
90 cysteine [34,37], homocysteine [38] and methionine [33,39], leads
91 to an aggregation mode which gives rise to a second LSPR band at
92 higher wavelengths. This phenomenon has been described as the
93 consequence of the formation of linear chains of GNPs, leading to
94 the formation of ‘‘rod-like” structures, as observed by TEM
95 [31,32,37,39]. It is indeed known that nanorods present two bands
96 in their UV–Visible spectrum, one in the 520 nm range, associated
97 to their transverse dimension, and a second, bathochromically
98 shifted, associated to their longitudinal axis [40].
99 Two models are proposed to explain the appearance of this sec-

100 ond band. The first model hypothesises that the amino acids par-
101 tially replace the citrate ions adsorbed at the surface of the GNPs,
102 and that favourable interactions between the zwitterionic heads
103 of adjacent amino acids lead to the formation of amino-acid dense
104 clusters on the surface. This patchy distribution on the surface
105 induces an electronic dipole through the nanoparticle and the
106 alignment of theses dipoles leads to the formation of branched lin-
107 ear structures of GNPs [31,32]. The second proposed model
108 hypothesises that certain amino acids interact with the gold sur-
109 face specifically via their side chains and that hydrogen bonds
110 between the zwitterionic heads of amino acids adsorbed at the sur-
111 face of neighbouring GNPs, leads to their aggregation in a linear
112 structures [33,35,37–39].
113 As the explanations put forward to explain changes in the UV–
114 Visible spectra of GNPs when brought in contact with different
115 amino-acids is currently still controversial, we have decided to
116 investigate these interactions more closely. A better understanding
117 of the mechanism of interaction between GNPs and amino acid
118 would indeed be very helpful for the development of reliable
119 biosensors and could also contribute to the understanding of the
120 fate of gold nanoparticles in biological fluids.

1212. Materials and methods

1222.1. Synthetis of gold nanoparticles (GNPs)

123GNPs were synthesized according to a modified Turkevich
124method [41,42]. All solutions were prepared with HPLC grade
125water. Glassware was soaked prior to use with aqua regia (25%
126HNO3, 75% HCl) and thoroughly rinsed with milli-Q water. 1 mL
127of trisodium citrate solution (Na3C6H5O7, Alfa Aesar) was injected
128into 50 mL of boiling aqueous tetrachloroauric solution (KAuCl4,
129Sigma Aldrich), both adjusted to pH 7 using concentrated HCl or
130NaOH. After mixing, the solution was refluxed for five minutes
131and then allowed to cool to room temperature. Concentrations
132were chosen so as to achieve a final concentration of 3 mM in AuCl4!

133with a citrate to gold ratio of 1. GNPswere analysed by transmission
134electron microscope (TEM), Philips CM20-UltraTWIN equipped
135with a lanthanum hexaboride (LaB6) crystal at 200 kV accelerating
136voltage.

1372.2. Study of the interactions between GNPs and amino acids

138GNPs were dialyzed during 24 h in a 1 mM citrate solution
139(HPLC grade water) using dialysis membrane with a 1 kDa Molec-
140ular Weight cut-off (purchased from Orange Scientific) to remove
141unreduced chloroaurate and oxidation products of citrate present
142in solution while controlling precisely the citrate concentration.
143GNPs were diluted using a 1 mM citrate solution to obtain an
144absorbance of around 0.75. GNP suspension at different concentra-
145tions of the following molecules (L configuration), but keeping the
146citrate concentration constant, were prepared (HPLC grade water):
147arginine, aspartic acid, glutamine and N-acetyl-arginine (pur-
148chased from Sigma Aldrich), asparagine, glutamic acid and arginine
149methyl ester (purchased from Alfa Aesar), cysteine, glycine, his-
150tidine, lysine, threonine and guanidinium (purchased from Merck).
151UV–Vis spectra were recorded between 330 and 800 nm at a
152480 nm/min scan rate on a Lambda-35 Perkin-Elmer spectropho-
153tometer. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) and zeta potential mea-
154surements were recorded with a Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS
155equipped with a He–Ne laser (633 nm). GNPs were dispersed in
156water at 25 "C. A PMMA cuvette for DLS measurements and Zeta-
157sizer nanoseries cells for Zeta potential measurements were used
158as sample container.

1592.3. Functionalization of GNPs with mercaptoundecanoic acid

160The pH of the GNP suspensions was adjusted to 11 and an
161ethanolic solution of mercaptoundecanoic acid (Sigma Aldrich,
162MUA) was added progressively to obtain a final MUA concentration
163of 1 mM. The solution was then incubated during 60 h at room
164temperature. The excess of MUA was removed from the GNPs sus-
165pension by five rounds of: centrifugation, removal the supernatant
166and resuspension of the GNPs in water.

1673. Results and discussion

168The interaction between GNPs and amino acids was studied by
169time-resolved UV–Vis absorption spectroscopy by following the
170LSPR band of the colloidal suspension in the presence of different
171concentrations of amino acids. GNPs used for these studies show
172a LSPR band at 520 nm and present a size, determined by electron
173microscopy (TEM), of 14 nmwith a standard deviation of 1 nm (see
174SI – Fig. S1).
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175 For all the experiments GNPS were synthesized by a modified
176 Turkevich method and they are consequently protected by citrate.
177 It has been suggested that GNPS in the presence of citrate are
178 covered by layers of dihydrogen citrate anions: a first layer
179 adsorbed via the central carboxylate group and a second layer that
180 forms hydrogen bonds via their terminal carboxylic acid groups
181 with the adsorbed citrates and which orients their central carboxy-
182 late towards the bulk [43]. As citrate influences the ionic strength
183 of the solution, its concentration was controlled with precision.
184 Fig. 1a displays the evolution as a function of time of the spec-
185 trum of a GNP suspension (approximately 3 nM) in the presence of
186 0.7 mM of arginine at pH 7 and a citrate concentration of 1 mM.
187 The appearance of the second LSPR band around 650 nm is clearly
188 observed, as already reported in the literature for this amino acid
189 [30–34]. This phenomenon is the signature of the coupling
190 between the LSPR bands of the GNPs. This type of evolution in
191 the UV–Vis spectrum was also observed for some other amino
192 acids, but not always under the same experimental conditions,
193 some required much higher concentrations.
194 The amino acids that have been tested can be classified into
195 three categories according to the concentration required to pro-
196 mote the appearance of the second LSPR band while working at
197 physiological pH, pH at which the head-group of all amino acids
198 is zwitterionic, and with a 1 mM concentration in citrate: amino
199 acids for which low concentrations are required to induce changes
200 (less than 1 mM), those requiring a higher concentration (10–
201 20 mM) and those that do not generate a second absorption band
202 even after 5 h. Histidine falls, like arginine, in the first category
203 while lysine (see Fig. 1b), aspartic and glutamic acid fall in the sec-
204 ond one (see SI – Fig. S2). Asparagine (Fig. 1c), cysteine, glutamine,
205 glycine and threonine do not lead to any changes in the LSPR band

206even at 20 mM and fall into the third category. Fig. 1d presents the
207time evolution of the absorbance at 650 nm, characteristic of the
208second LSPR band, for one amino acid representative of each of
209these three categories. Fig. 2 shows schematically the amino acid
210concentration required to induce the specific aggregation of GNPs.
211The fact that no changes are observed in the UV–Vis spectrum
212of gold colloids in the presence of certain amino acids is not a
213definitive proof that they do not interaction with the GNPs. How-
214ever, zeta potential measurements show that the addition of aspar-
215agine, glutamine, glycine and threonine to the suspension do not
216modify the surface potential of the GNPs, which would be expected
217if they were adsorbed at the surface of the particles. It is therefore
218reasonable to assume that they are indeed not interacting with the
219citrate protected GNPs. In the case of arginine a change in zeta
220potential is well observed.
221From our measurements, only amino acids with a charged side-
222chain, whether positive or negative, lead to an aggregation mode
223which gives rise to a second LSPR band. Comparison of TEM pic-
224tures of GNPs, taken at the same GNP concentration and under
225the same experimental conditions, before and after mixing with
226arginine (Fig. 3), clearly shows that the size of the GNPs does not
227change but that GNPs form clusters in which some branched linear
228chains can be observed. DLS measurements showed that, after mix-
229ing with arginine, the hydrodynamic diameter of GNPs increases
230significantly, confirming that GNPs aggregate in solution (Fig. 4).
231In both models presented in the literature [31–33,35,37–39],
232the presence of the zwitterionic head is considered as essential
233to induce the specific aggregation of the GNPs into linear chains.
234To further investigate the role played by the zwitterionic head in
235the aggregation phenomenon, experiments were undertaken with
236two protected arginines: L-arginine methyl ester where the

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 1. UV–Vis absorption spectra of a GNPs suspension recorded as a function of time at pH 7 and 1 mM citrate in the presence of (a) 0.7 mM arginine; (b) 10 mM lysine; (c)
20 mM asparagine at pH 7 and 1 mM in citrate and (d) evolution of the absorbance at 650 nm in the presence of different amino acids ([Arg] 0.7 mM; [Lys] 10 mM and [Asn]
20 mM).
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237 carboxyl group is protected by a methyl ester (called Arg-COOCH3)
238 and N-acetyl-L-arginine where the amine group is transformed
239 into an amide (called Arg-NH2COCH3). Fig. 5 displays the evolution
240 of the absorbance at 650 nm as a function of time of a suspension
241 of GNPS in the presence of these two forms of arginine. The second
242 LSPR band appears in all cases and, for Arg-COOCH3, even at lower
243 concentrations than with arginine. The precipitation of aggregates
244 is observed in less than one hour for a concentration in Arg-
245 COOCH3 approximately 20 times lower than that of arginine.
246 We also studied the behaviour of GNP colloids in the presence
247 of compounds corresponding to the side-chains of the amino acids
248 which lead to the aggregation. Experiments were undertaken with
249 guanidinium (arginine side chain), imidazolium (histidine side-
250 chain), propylamine (lysine side chain) and acetate (aspartate
251 and glutamate side-chains). To our great surprise, these molecules
252 also lead to the second LSPR band (see SI – Fig. S3).
253 These experiments with protected amino acids and with mole-
254 cules mimicking the amino acid side chains seem to show that the
255 mechanisms proposed in the literature to explain the appearance
256 of a second absorption band in presence of amino acids does not
257 provide a complete picture of the phenomenon as it is clearly pos-
258 sible to obtain the same aggregation mode without the presence of
259 zwitterionic heads. These experiments also highlight that it is the
260 amino acid side-chains which interact with the GNPs.
261 The effect of the global charge of the amino acids was also
262 investigated. Fig. 6 shows that the interaction between arginine
263 and GNPs at pH 10.5, pH at which the amine group of the arginine
264 head is deprotonated and the amino-acid globally neutral, does not
265 lead to any changes at the level of the LSPR band, even after 3 h. If
266 the pH value is decreased to 7.9, pH at which the amino-acid is
267 positively charged, the second LSPR band appears. This shows that
268 in the absence of a net charge, no aggregation of GNPs occurs.
269 Adding charged amino acids to a solution increases its ionic
270 strength (zwitterions do not influence the ionic strength [44]). It
271 is known that an increase in ionic strength can lead to colloid
272 aggregation by screening the electrostatic repulsion between par-
273 ticles. The effect of amino-acid concentration on the appearance
274 of the second LSPR band, at constant ionic strength, was moni-
275 tored. Fig. 7 shows the evolution with time of the absorbance at
276 650 nm of GNP colloids in the presence of different arginine

277concentrations at constant ionic strength (kept constant by the
278addition of NaCl). Arginine concentration accelerates the appear-
279ance of the second LSPR band, highlighting that its appearance is
280not simply due to an increase in the ionic strength of the colloid.
281The decrease observed in the absorbance after approximately 4 h
282for the 1 mM and 1.3 mM arginine solutions is simply due to the
283precipitation of the aggregates that have reached a critical size.
284In order to establish if the amino acids with a positively charged
285side-chain (arginine, lysine, histidine) interact with the surface of
286GNPs or with the negative layer of the stabilizing agent (citrate),
287GNPs were functionalized with mercaptoundecanoic acid (MUA).
288As the MUA binds covalently to the GNPs via its thiol group, the
289GNPs are surrounded by a layer of grafted carboxyl groups that
290cannot be displaced by the simple addition of amino acids in solu-
291tion. The 6 nm redshift of the maximum of the LSPR band after the
292addition of MUA confirms that the successful functionalization (see
293SI – Fig. S4a). These GNPs can be centrifuged and re-suspended in
294milli-Q water repeatedly which is not the case for citrate protected
295particles, and this also confirms that the functionalization has been
296successful. The addition of arginine to a suspension of the MUA
297functionalized GNPs does not induce any modification of the LSPR
298band (see SI – Fig. S4b) even at high amino-acid concentrations
299(20 mM) and a 5 h wait. From this it is possible to conclude that
300the positively charged amino acids interact directly with the gold
301surface and are not just adsorbed on top of the negatively charged
302citrate layer. This will be discussed in more detail later.
303It has been reported in the literature that colloidal particles
304aggregate following one of two distinct rate limiting regimes: a
305Reaction Limited Colloidal Aggregation regime (RLCA) when there
306is a substantial, but not insurmountable potential barrier that par-
307ticles have to overcome to come in close contact and a Diffusion
308Limited Colloidal Aggregation regime (DLCA), when repulsive
309forces are negligible and the aggregation rate that is solely limited
310by the time taken for nanoparticles to encounter each other by dif-
311fusion [45,46]. With the RLCA mode, dense clusters are formed but,
312in the case of the DLCA, the aggregates form fractal clusters. Simu-
313lations of the absorption spectra of growing GNP fractal clusters,
314reported by Taylor et al. show that the few almost-linear chains
315present in these complex structures dominate their plasmonic
316behaviour and lead to the appearance of the second plasmonic
317band [47]. It can be concluded that the appearance of the second
318LSPR band observed when GNPS are in contact with certain
319amino-acids is the signature that they aggregate following the
320DLCA regime. It is possible to estimate theoretically the potential
321energy between particles as a function of the inter-particle dis-
322tance using the theory developed by Derjaguin, Landau, Verwey
323and Overbeek (DLVO) [48–50]. This theory considers that the
324potential energy, VT, between two particles can be expressed as
325the sum of two contributions: the van der Waals attraction, VvdW,
326and the electrostatic double layer repulsion, VE.

0 10 201

Arginine

Histidine Lysine

Aspartic acid

Glutamic acid

Amino acid concentration in mM

Fig. 2. Concentration of amino acids requested to aggregate GNPs.

50 nm(a)

50 nm

(b)

Fig. 3. TEM pictures of GNPs (a) before and (b) after addition of arginine in the solution.
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327
VT ¼ VvdW þ VE ð1Þ 329329

330In the case of two spherical particles of same size and separated
331by a distance d, the van derWaals potential can be estimated by Eq.
332(2) [51]:
333

VvdW ¼ !AH

6
2r2

d2 þ 4rd
þ 2r2

d2 þ 4rdþ 4r2
þ ln

d2 þ 4rd
d2 þ 4rdþ 4r2

 !
ð2Þ

335335

336where r is the radius of nanoparticles and AH is the Hamaker con-
337stant, that is equal to 3 & 10!19 J for GNPs in water [52]. The electro-
338static potential between two GNPs can be described by Eq. (3)
339[51,53].
340

VE ¼
64pkBTn0r

j2 tanh
zwse
4kBT

! "2

expð!jdÞ ð3Þ
342342

343where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, z is the
344charge of the solvated ion, e is the electron charge and n0 is the
345number density of ion (molecules/L) far from the nanoparticle sur-
346face. The electrostatic potential is dependent on the inverse Debye
347length, j, and on the surface potential, ws. The inverse Debye length
348can be expressed by Eq. (4) and is directly dependent on the ionic
349strength of the solution, I (Eq. (5)).
350

j ¼ 1
kD

¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
e2Na2I
ere0kBT

s

ð4Þ
352352

353

I ¼ 1
2

X

i

Ciz2i ð5Þ
355355

356where e0 is the permittivity of free space, er is the relative permit-
357tivity of water, zi is the valence of the ion of type i and Ci its concen-
358tration expressed in mol/L.
359Considering the above, amino acids in solution could influence
360the interaction potential between GNPs by modifying the surface
361potential of GNPs and/or the ionic strength of the solution. The sur-
362face potential of GNPs will change when specific amino acids inter-
363act with the GNPs and replace the negatively charged citrate
364anions. The zeta potential, considered in first approximation to
365be equal to the surface potential, increases from !55 mV to
366!30 mV when 0.7 mM of arginine are added in a GNP suspension.
367The interaction potentials between two GNPs in the absence
368and in presence of arginine in solution, computed using Eqs. (1)–
369(5) are shown in Fig. 8. In the presence of the amino acid the poten-
370tial barrier becomes negligible, confirming the DLC aggregation
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Fig. 4. Hydrodynamic diameter of a GNPs suspension in absence (bold line) and in
presence of 0.7 mM in arginine at pH 7 (1 mM in citrate) after 90 min (dashed line)
and 180 min (dotted line).
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371 regime. The interaction potential was also computed considering
372 only the effect of the change in ionic strength (dotted line) or only
373 the effect of the change in surface potential (dashed line). The
374 results suggest that both contributions, increase of ionic strength
375 and decrease of surface potential (in absolute values), are needed
376 to promote DLC aggregation, as neither contribution is sufficient
377 to annul the potential barrier. In this context, it is interesting to
378 point out that cysteine, which is known to form covalent bonds
379 with the gold surface via its thiol group [54] does not promote
380 aggregation. The binding of cysteine will change the surface poten-
381 tial of the GNPs but will not influence the I.S as it is zwitterionic at
382 physiological pH. When working with 3.3 mM cysteine and
383 doubling the I.S. via NaCl addition, DLC aggregation occurs (see SI
384 – Fig. S5) confirming the importance of both the I.S and the surface
385 potential for this to occur.
386 All charged amino acids will contribute identically to the mod-
387 ification of the ionic strength of the solution but they will however
388 not have the same influence on the surface potential of the GNPs
389 which certainly explains the differences observed in the concentra-
390 tion or rate at which the second LSPR band appears. Molecules
391 which can interact with the gold surface, will replace the nega-
392 tively charged citrate molecules and lead to a change in the surface
393 potential. If a sufficiently large decrease (in absolute terms) in sur-
394 face potential is induced, the GNPs will aggregate.
395 The interaction between gold surfaces and carboxylates, via
396 electrostatic interactions [43], or amines, via covalently bonding
397 with under-coordinated gold atoms [54,55], is well established in
398 the literature. This can explain the observed interaction between
399 GNPS and glutamic acid, aspartic acid and lysine and the molecules
400 corresponding to the side-chains. Our results with arginine and
401 histidine and their corresponding side-chains, show that the inter-
402 action is also possible via other nitrogen containing functional
403 groups where the non-bonding doublet of the nitrogen can lead
404 to the formation of a covalent bond with the gold surface. The pres-
405 ence of this doublet is however not necessarily sufficient to lead to
406 DLC aggregation as the I.S must also be considered as shown above
407 in the case of cysteine.
408 Molecules that are able to bind more efficiently to the GNP sur-
409 face, i.e. with a larger affinity for the surface, or leading to a more
410 important change in the surface potential will require a lower
411 concentration to promote DLC aggregation of the GNPs. Arginine
412 or histidine have the most pronounced effect on the GNPs as

413polyanionic citrate is replaced by a cationic species which further-
414more form a covalent bond with the gold surface. With aspartic
415and glutamic acid higher concentrations are required as the change
416in surface charge is less significant and the amino acids only inter-
417act via electrostatic interactions. Regarding the results obtained
418with Arg-COOCH3 and Arg-NH2COCH3, as Arg-COOCH3 bears two
419positive charges it will have a more significant influence on both
420the ionic strength and the surface potential than arginine that
421bears only one net positive charge or Arg-NH2COCH3 which is zwit-
422terionic and only leads slowly to the aggregation of GNPs at a very
423high concentration.

4244. Conclusions

425In order to gain insight into the fractal aggregation of citrate
426stabilized GNPs induced by amino acids, the interaction between
427gold colloids and various amino acids, modified amino acids and
428molecules mimicking amino acid side chains was monitored by
429UV–Vis, DLS and TEM.
430The results highlight that amino acids can be classified into
431three categories according to the concentration at which they
432induce the appearance of the second LSPR band: amino acids that
433require low concentrations (arginine and histidine), those requir-
434ing a higher concentration (10–20 mM: lysine, aspartic acid and
435glutamic acid) and those that do not generate a second LSPR band
436(asparagine, cysteine, glutamine, glycine and threonine). Experi-
437ments with modified arginines and amino acid side-chains show
438that the zwitterionic head is not required to induce the aggregation
439phenomenon. The presence on the interacting molecule of a global
440charge and of a chemical group able to bind to the gold surface are
441the essential parameters to consider. The Diffusion Limited Colloid
442Aggregation (DLCA) of GNPs can indeed be induced by the modifi-
443cation of the ionic strength, influenced by the charge of the mole-
444cules, and of the surface potential of the GNPs, induced by the
445replacement of citrates initially adsorbed on the surface.
446Calculations of the interaction potential between GNPs based
447on the Derjaguin, Landau, Verwey and Overbeek (DLVO) theory
448confirm all the experimental observations and our conclusions.
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